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Abstract

Semantic segmentation has been widely investigated for its important role in computer

vision. However, some challenges still exist. The first challenge is how to perceive

semantic regions with various attributes, which can result in unbalanced distribution of

training samples. Another challenge is accurate semantic boundary determination. In

this paper, a contour-aware network for semantic segmentation via adaptive depth is

proposed which particularly exploits the power of adaptive-depth neural network and

contour-aware neural network on pixel-level semantic segmentation. Specifically, an

adaptive-depth model, which can adaptively determine the feedback and forward pro-

cedure of neural network, is constructed. Moreover, a contour-aware neural network

is respectively built to enhance the coherence and the localization accuracy of seman-

tic regions. By formulating the contour information and coarse semantic segmentation

results in a unified manner, global inference is proposed to obtain the final segmenta-

tion results. Three contributions are claimed: 1) semantic segmentation via adaptive

depth neural network; 2) contour-aware neural network for semantic segmentation; and

3) global inference for final decision. Experiments on three popular datasets are con-

ducted and experimental results have verified the superiority of the proposed method

compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation, which can be applied to still images, videos, or even 3D

hyperspectral data, has been widely investigated in computer vision and machine learn-

ing areas for it can help achieve deep understanding of regions, objects, and scenes.

Concretely, semantic segmentation tends to make dense predictions so that each pixel5

can be labeled with the class of enclosing region or object [1]. Semantic segmenta-

tion is highlighted by the fact that it can provide abundant semantic information for

mid-level and high-level tasks, such as behavior analysis, abnormal detection, scene

understanding, and autonomous driving [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Semantic segmentation has

been addressed by traditional models in the past decades and great progress has been10

made. Traditional approaches, which don’t take Convolutional Neural Networks (C-

NNs) into consideration, mainly focus on domain knowledge and decision strategy.

Generally, the choice of features plays an important role in traditional approaches, in-

cluding local and global features. Pixel colors in different images spaces [8, 9, 10] and

gradient features [11, 12, 13] are widely considered for their intuitive and straightfor-15

ward properties. Besides, segmentation methods [14, 15, 16, 17, 10, 18] are another

way to utilize domain knowledge and they tend to detect consistent regions or region

boundaries. What’s more, decision models considering contextual information result

in significant improvements, such as Markov Random Fields (MRFs) [19] and Condi-

tional Random Fields (CRFs) [20].20

Despite the high popularity of those traditional models, the deep architectures,

which can be usually regraded as CNNs, are showing distinct superiority for the ability

of learning representations in an end-to-end manner instead of using hand-crafted fea-

tures that require domain expertise [1]. Currently, the most successful state-of-the-art

deep learning techniques for semantic segmentation is Fully Convolutional Network25

(FCN) [21] and its varieties based on famous classification models, including AlexNet,

VGG, GoogLeNet, and ResNet [21, 22, 23]. Recently, inspired by the FCN architec-

ture, other deep models are developed to make it suitable for segmentation, such as
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SegNet [24], dilated convolution net [23], DeepLab model [25], CRF as RNN [26],

skip connections net [27], and ParseNet [28].30

Although lots works have been done and great progress has been made on semantic

segmentation, some challenges still exist. The first one challenge which makes seman-

tic segmentation difficult is the different perceptual complexities of semantic regions

with various attributes. This phenomenon can be explained in two aspects. The first

aspect lies in the thing and stuff. The thing is an semantic object with specific size35

and shape which is also known as foreground object, such as car, pedestrian, and traf-

fic sign. Contrarily, the stuff is semantic region which is defined by a homogeneous

or repetitive pattern with no specific spatial shape and it can be regarded as back-

ground object, such as road, building, and sky. These two kinds of semantic objects

make the semantic segmentation model ambiguous for the various attributes. Anoth-40

er aspect is the unbalanced distribution of training samples, especially for background

and foreground objects. Generally, background region tends to occupy large area and

large number of training samples will be obtained in the manner of pixel-wise labeling.

While the foreground object is on the contrary. These facts all make the simultaneous

perception difficult and different perceptual procedures are essential for background45

and foreground object segmentation due to various attributes.

Another challenge is the accurate boundary determination of semantic regions. Due

to the power of the deep neural networks, high-level features show a strong represen-

tation for semantic region. However, spatial information is largely eliminated due to

pooling operation especially for deep CNNs, such as GoogleNet [29] and ResNet [30].50

Since pooling is the inborn defect of CNN models for semantic segmentation [31] and

it weakens the details of image features which are useful for accurate semantic seg-

mentation, one intuitive method to overcome this shortage is removing pooling in deep

network. Actually this intuitive way would result in shrinking receptive field for each

neuron and the context information would also be lost. Another drawback of elimi-55

nating pooling is the dramatical increase of time complexity when the feature maps

get large. Edges and contours are important for accurate segmentation since they give

detail information. Therefore edge extractors obtaining the detail information is nec-

essary. We propose to address these challenges by means of contour-aware network
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Figure 1: Adaptive-depth neural network for semantic segmentation. The horizontal arrow indicates the
forward flow of the neural network, the vertical arrow indicates the pyramid modeling of the input image, and
the symbol ⊕ represents upsampling and parallel-connected operations. Under the pyramid modeling, each
vertical feature maps are parallel-connected after upsampling. Moreover, each semantic class can adaptively
determine the specific decision layer where only small number of samples are classified.

for scene parsing via adaptive depth, which takes contour detection neural network in-60

to consideration to determine the boundary of semantic regions. And a segmentation

network through adaptive depth is also employed to address the different perceptual d-

ifficulties on semantic regions with various attributes as shown in Fig. 1. Experimental

results indicate that even though the coarse segmentation net is not effective enough,

contour detection net can increase the accuracy for better semantic segmentation per-65

formance. Overall, the main contributions of this work are summarized and explained

as follows:

1) Semantic segmentation via adaptive depth network. Traditional methods tend

to tackle samples with different semantic labels in the same procedure. However, d-

ifferent semantic regions with various attribute will make a simplex model confusion.70

This phenomenon is especially obvious for background and foreground regions. In this

work, an adaptive-depth semantic segmentation model is proposed which can adaptive-

ly determine the feedback and forward neural network layer.

2) Contour-aware neural network for semantic segmentation. For semantic seg-

mentation, little previous works take the contour information into consideration. In75

this work, a simple and efficient contour detection model is proposed and the contour

information is formulated as similarity value through a intuitive method. The semantic
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segment coherence is enhanced and the localization of semantic regions is also im-

proved through contour detection.

3) Global inference for final decision. It is difficult to transform contour informa-80

tion and coarse semantic segmentation results into a unified viewpoint for the contour

line is not closed. In this work, both contour information and coarse semantic seg-

mentation results are transformed into similarity values and CRF is served as a global

inference model for the final decision.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section 2 introduces85

the related semantic segmentation methods in recent years. The formulation of the

proposed method is described in detail in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the exper-

imental setup and experimental results are also analyzed in this part. Finally, conclu-

sions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Works90

Before presenting the proposed method, we first review the traditional methods for

semantic segmentation and the recent CNN based methods are also been discussed in

more detail.

Traditional semantic segmentation methods adopt domain knowledge to learn the

representation. Owing to different emphases, three aspects are discussed in the follow-95

ing. Firstly, the choice of features is very important for traditional approaches. Colors

in different image spaces are mostly considered. Kasson et al. [9] measured the per-

formance of different color spaces and Cheng et al. [8] summarized some major color

representations. Moreover, the statistic color information is also considered in [32, 10].

Another import feature is the gradient feature for its illumination invariance, such as100

SIFT [11] and HOG [12]. Secondly, clustering or segmentation is another way to take

domain information into consideration. Chen et al. [14] applied k-means for medi-

cal image segmentation and mean shift proposed by Comaniciu et al. [33] was also

utilized for segmentation by Zhang et al. [15]. Furthermore, Carreira et al. [34] pro-

posed a graph-based method, which typically interpreted pixels as vertices and an edge105

weights as measure of dissimilarity, and some other methods, such as active contour
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[16] and watershed segmentation [17], were also considered for automatic object seg-

mentation. Thirdly, decision models were widely analyzed as well. Markov Random

Fields (MRFs) are wide-spread model in computer vision and Liu et al. [19] asso-

ciated undirected graph of an MRF with semantic segmentation problem. Moreover,110

Vemulapalli et al. [20] proposed Conditional Random Field (CRF) for segmentation

considering the contextual constraints.

The recent successful methods for semantic image segmentation are mostly based

on CNNs. CNNs are Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are inspired by bio-

logic neurons, and they can drastically reduce the number of parameters while being115

still general enough for image processing. At first, CNN-based methods are region-

based methods. The region proposals are first generated and then assign semantic la-

bels to each of them. Girshick et al. [35] utilized bottom-up region proposals and

domain-specific fine-tuning for semantic segmentation. However, region-based meth-

ods would result in inaccuracy for pixel-level semantic segmentation. Recently, FCNs120

have become popular for end-to-end training. Long and Shelhamer [21] utilized fully

convolution operation instead of fully connected network for semantic segmentation by

fine-tuning the classification network, such as VGG-16 model [36] which takes advan-

tages of the large ImageNet dataset. Nevertheless, the resolution of the output feature

map is down-sampled due to convolution and pooling layers. One naive method is125

directly reducing the strides for all layers. Although this strategy can alleviate the

problem in a certain aspect, it will dramatically increase the computational complex-

ity and the receptive field is also reduced which makes the model unable to capture

high-level semantic information. To address this down-sampling problem, a variety

of FCNs methods were proposed recently which focused on obtaining high resolution130

even pixel-level semantic segmentation results. Chen et al. [37] first utilized atrous

convolution to enlarge the receptive field without increasing the computation complex-

ity and dense CRF was also considered to refine the object boundary. Zheng et al. [26]

regraded the mean field CRF inference as recurrent layers for end-to-end learning of

the dense CRF and FCN network. Noh et al. [38] learned a multi-layer deconvolution135

network to explore the shape information and detail structures by reconstructing the

original size segmentation maps from deep and small feature maps step by step.
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Although significant progress has been made for semantic segmentation, some

challenging problems still exist. Firstly, accurate boundary determination can improve

the performance of semantic segmentation a lot and how to tackle this problem is still140

challenging. Previous methods tend to increase the resolution of the output feature map

[37, 38] to obtain accurate semantic boundary. However, this strategy will result in high

computation complexity and intentional boundary detection is one way to alleviate this

challenge. Secondly, different semantic regions show various attributes which makes

the simplex model confusion. This phenomenon is extremely obvious for background145

and foreground regions for the difference of the sample numbers. Previous works are

likely to utilize data argumentation to reduce the impact. For tackling these difficulties,

a contour detection neural network is considered to obtain accurate boundary deter-

mination. Furthermore, a semantic segmentation neural network via adaptive depth is

proposed which can handle background and foreground semantic regions in different150

depth.

3. Contour-Aware Network for Semantic Segmentation via Adaptive Depth

In this section, the basic semantic segmentation model is first introduced, includ-

ing pyramid CNN modeling, fully connected CRF construction and final decision for

pyramid results. Subsequently, the semantic segmentation neural network via adaptive155

depth is described in detail. Furthermore, a contour-aware neural network is also in-

troduced. Finally, the global inference procedure is formulated. The pipeline of the

proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Semantic segmentation tends to assign semantic labels to each pixel and various

semantic labels are defined in different dataset. Generally, the semantic labels can be160

categorized into two kinds. The first kind is the foreground object which have a specific

shape prior, such as the car. This kind of object mostly occupies small area in image

space and small number of training samples will be obtained. Another kind is the

background region which is defined by repetitive pattern and no specific spatial extent,

such as sky. This kind of region is in the majority and the number of training samples165

tend to be large compared with the first kind.
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Figure 2: Semantic segmentation pipeline. An adaptive-depth neural network is built to obtain the coarse
semantic segmentation results. Simultaneously, the contour information is inferred through a contour-aware
network. Furthermore, both the coarse semantic information and contour information are modeled in the
same manner. Finally, the semantic labels are obtained through global inference based on CRF.

Two disadvantages are produced due to the facts mentioned above. The unbalance

distribution of training samples is the first disadvantage and the learned model tends

to ignore the small-sample classes and the test samples are more likely to be classified

as large-sample classes. The other problem is the different perceptual complexities170

for foreground and background semantic objects. For example, textural features may

help a lot for background classification while the shape information plays a key role

for foreground objects determination. The feature maps from different depth play d-

ifferent roles for semantic segmentation and it is necessary to build a model which

can adaptively select the proper level feature. To alleviate these problems, a seman-175

tic segmentation neural network via adaptive depth is proposed in this part and the

implementation details are described in the following part.

3.1. Basic Semantic Segmentation Modeling

Before introducing the adaptive depth neural network for semantic segmentation,

the basic semantic segmentation model without adaptive depth is described. We adopt180

the common practice in semantic segmentation and formulate the semantic segmen-

tation task as a discrete energy minimization problem. Specifically, three parts are

included to accomplish the semantic segmentation task and the detailed information is
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introduced in the following section.

3.1.1. Pyramid CNN modeling185

For a certain image, redundant information exists for the spatial similarities be-

tween nearby pixels and image segmentation is an efficient strategy to reduce the spatial

redundancy. In this work, image pyramid is first built for adjusting the receptive field

and only down sampling is considered. Specifically, each pyramid image is segmented

into fix-sized pathes and small-resolution pyramid image is segmented into small-sized190

pathes. For each patch, it will forward a CNN model and the pre-trained VGG model

[39] is utilized to initialize the CNN model and the last FC-layer is replaced by FC-k

layer, where k is the number of semantic classes. Moreover, fine-tune procedure is

adopted through different pyramid scale.

3.1.2. Fully connected CRF construction195

It is widely believed that CNN model is good at feature learning and it is also nec-

essary to model the correlations between patches and semantic labels. For semantic

segmentation, each pixel should be corresponded to a certain semantic label and a cer-

tain semantic label can be assigned to any pixel. Based on this formulation, a fully

connected CRF model is constructed for the capability of capturing contextual infor-

mation between nearby pixels and the constructed fully connected CRF model [40] can

be defined as

E(Y ,f) =
∑
i

ψu(yi,f) +
∑
i<j

ψp(yi, yj ,f), (1)

where i and j indicate the ith and jth samples. The unary energy ψu(yi,f) measures

the cost of assigning sematic label yi to the sample xi given the features f . The pair-

wise function is defined as in [41]

ψp(yi, yj ,f) = µ(yi, yj)

M∑
m=1

ω(m)k(m)(fi,fj), (2)

where the number of Gaussian kernels isM . Each k(m) is a Gaussian kernel depending

on pixel feature f and ω(m) is weighted parameters. The parameter µ is defined as
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indicating value which is based on whether the semantic labels of yi and yj are the

same. The object is to minimize the energy function defined in Eq. 1 and the optimal

label assignment for all the samples will be determined. Truncated EM method [41] is200

utilized to solve the Eq. 1 for its good performance.

3.1.3. Final decision for pyramid results

After CRF inferring, how to make decision on the pyramid results is necessary.

Intuitively, only small number of semantic labels play key roles for the final decision

across pyramid results and a sparse learning model is employed to infer the final results.

For pixel xi, the pyramid feature after nearest interpolation can be written as ai all the

sample features is A = [a1,a2, ...,aN ]T . The objective equation can be written as

w∗ = argmin‖Aw − Y ‖22, s.t.‖w‖1 ≤ ε, (3)

where Y is the semantic labels of all the samples and ε is the residual error and Eq. 3

can be solved by Lasso [42]. The final semantic labels can be obtained by

y∗i = arg min
yi∈L
‖aiw

∗ − yi‖2, i ∈ [1, ..., N ]. (4)

3.2. Semantic Segmentation Neural Network via Adaptive Depth

After introducing the basic semantic segmentation model, the semantic segmenta-

tion model via adaptive depth is introduced in this part.205

For CNN models, as the depth of neural network increases, the response of the

feature map tends to be large amplitude for certain semantic regions. However, the

resolution of feature map is decreased due to the convolutional and pooling operations

and the detailed information is also eliminated. Meanwhile, different semantic regions

are sensitive to different level of feature maps, thus an adaptive depth learning CNN210

model is proposed. Specifically, the semantic regions corresponding to each semantic

label can adaptively determine the depth of forward and feedback computing. The

pipline is illustrated in Fig. 1. The detailed architecture is explained as follows.

For the input image, the pyramid CNN model is firstly built as described in Sec.

3.1.1 without batch segmentation. Unlike the basic semantic segmentation model, the
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feature maps from different pyramid scale are up-sampled to the original image size

through bilinear interpolation. Simultaneously, the feature maps are connected paral-

lelly and a fully connected CRF as described in Sec. 3.1.2 is followed. Starting from

the 2th layer of the CNN model, the CRF is trained and the validation dataset is also

utilized to test the performance and the top k semantic classes with high accuracy are

determined. Subsequently, the 3th layer of the CNN model and CRF are trained and

the top k semantic classes are determined eliminating the k classes determined in the

2th layer. More importantly, during the training procedure, the samples corresponding

to the determined k semantic classes in the 2th layer are taken into consideration with

small weight. The weight value can be changed by tuning the definition of µ in Eq. 2

and the new definition can be written as

µ(yi, yj) =

 1−G(min(ni, nj)), if yi 6= yj ,

0, if yi = yj ,
(5)

where G(·) is a Gaussian function and ni is the training sample number of the ith

semantic label. Repeating these procedures until the last semantic class are selected215

and the semantic segmentation via adaptive depth is ready for testing. As for testing

procedure, each layer with CRF models can determine k semantic labels and repeat

this step for next layer until the last semantic regions are determined.

Two advantages are claimed for the adaptive depth semantic segmentation. First-

ly, for a certain semantic region detection, the forward step of the input image can220

be adaptive based on the semantic label and only small number of semantic region

determination need to forward the whole model. This characteristic can decrease the

computing complexity efficiently. The other advantage is alleviating the unbalanced

problem of training samples. For each CRF model, only the samples with similar at-

tributes are determined. For example, the shallow-layer models tend to determine the225

background regions and the deep-layer models are likely to analyze foreground objects.

3.3. Contour-Aware Neural Network

For semantic segmentation, high-level contour information can efficiently alleviate

the ambiguousness of semantic regions. In this section, the proposed contour-aware
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neural network is introduced for the final semantic segmentation. The proposed pixel-230

wise contour detection architecture is first introduced, and then the detailed procedures

are also discussed.

Intuitively, the operation of convolution tends to respond to image’s edge position

in the shallow-layer of neural network. And semantic regions are more likely to corre-

spond to large weight magnitude value in deep-layer of neural network. Based on these

facts, the feature map of neural network can be directly adapted to contour detection

which can efficiently distinguish semantic regions. Meanwhile, the detailed structural

information, such as the shape of semantic objects, is eliminated in deep-layer net-

work for convolution and pooling operations while shallow-layer is the opposite. Con-

sequently, it is necessary to take both the shallow-layer and deep-layer network into

consideration for contour detection and a linear combination of all the feature maps.

Firstly, the multi-layer features of pixel p can be written as a column descriptor:

f(p) = [f1(p), f2(p), . . . , fL(p)], (6)

where fn(p), n ∈ {1, . . . , L} is the feature map response of pixel p in the nth layer,

L is the number of neural network layer. However, due to the convolution and pooling

operations, the resolution of feature maps is decreased as n increases. Consequently,

proper interpolation method is essential and bilinear interpolation of each feature map

is adopted to adjust the response map to the original pixel resolution. For simplicity,

fn(p) is the response map after interpolation. Subsequently, the linear combination of

all the feature maps can be defined as

hW (p) = W × f(p) =

L∑
n=1

wnfn(p), (7)

where W is the weight of each layer and a sigmoid cross-entropy loss is utilized to
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determine the weight value which can be written as

J(W ) = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

y(p(i)) log(hW (p(i)))

+ (1− y(p(i))) log(1− hW (p(i))),

(8)

where y(p(i)) is the true label of pixel p(i), y(p(i)) = 1 indicates the contour position

and y(p(i)) = 0 for other regions.

For the training procedure, the training samples are generated from semantic seg-235

mentation dataset by simply detecting the edges of semantic label image. Considering

the balance of training samples, a sparse set of samples are efficiently generated from

the original pixel space. Moreover, two advantages of this strategy are concluded.

Firstly, nearby pixels in image space are highly correlated and the bilinear interpola-

tion tends to make the nearby responses different while their labels are the same. This240

phenomenon is extremely obvious for the pixels close to contour positions and these

samples will result in making the model confusion. Based on this fact, sampling strat-

egy can efficiently reduce the influence. To ensure a diverse set of training samples,

about 2000 pixels are sampled from a single image and the edge positions are sampled

in high frequency for the balance of training samples. Secondly, smaller number of245

training samples of per image results in sampling more images per batch for a certain

GPU memory. At each iteration of SGD training procedure, the gradient over the model

parameters is computed over a relatively small number of samples from the training set.

Consequently, if more images are considered in a SGD iteration, the sample diversity

will be more increased and the convergence speed is also accelerated.250

3.4. Global Inference

In this part, the semantic segmentation results via adaptive depth and the contour

results are simultaneously considered for the final global inference. It is necessary to

transform these results into a unified viewpoint.

For the contour results as illustrated in Fig. 3, the contour line is not closed and it

is impossible to transform it into closed regions. Intuitively, two pixels are similar if

there is no contour lines between them. On the contrary, if the straight path between
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two pixels are crossed with a contour line and then these two pixels are likely to belong

to different semantic regions. Moreover, the larger the crossed contour line number,

the more dissimilar the two pixels tend to be. Based on this fact, the similarity of pixel

i and pixel j can be encoded as follows:

wct
i,j = exp(

−Li,j

σct
), (9)

where Li,j is the sum of crossed contour values with the straight line between pixel i

and pixel j. And σcont is the normalized parameter. Similarly, the semantic segmenta-

tion results can also been transformed into similarity pattern. Specifically, if two pixels

belong to different semantic labels, the similarity wsm
i,j = 0. Otherwise, wsm

i,j = 1. The

formulation can be written as

wsm
i,j =

 1, if yi = yj ,

0, if yi 6= yj ,
(10)

The final similarity can be defined as

wi,j =
k × wct

i,j + wsm
i,j

σ
, k ∈ (0, 1), (11)

where k is the hyper-parameter. According to Eq. 11, the importance of contour results255

is decreased, and this is because the semantic regions with the same semantic labels

may be apart and wct
i,j ignores this situation.

For global inference of the final semantic labels, CRF is considered for its global

energy function definition and it can also preserve local consistency. Based on the Eq.

1 and Eq. 2, the global inference can be formulates as:

Y ∗ = argmin
Y

∑
i

di(yi −
fi

di
)
2

+
∑
i<j

wi,j(yi − yj)2, (12)

where fi is the semantic label obtained from the semantic segmentation via adaptive

depth, di is the degree of pixel i. This equation can also be solved by truncated EM

method [41].260
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4. Experiments

In this section, both quantitative and qualitative results for semantic segmentation

on three public datasets are presented. Moreover, two evaluation metrics are also de-

fined and some experimental details are explained subsequently. Finally, thorough

analyses on the experimental results are conducted.265

4.1. Datasets

Through the years, semantic segmentation has been mostly focused on outdoor

images and a lot of semantic segmentation datasets are published. In this section, we

will describe three semantic segmentation datasets which are utilized in this work to

verify the performance of the proposed method. These three datasets are popular and270

have attracted much attention for their challenging properties.

CamVid dataset [43] is a road/driving scene understanding dataset which is origi-

nally captured as five video sequences with a 960×720 resolution camera. 701 frames

are sampled from the sequences and they are manually annotated with 32 classes. S-

turgess et al. [44] divided the dataset into 367 training images, 100 validation images275

and 233 testing images. Moreover, 11 semantic classes are selected from the original

semantic classes, including building, tree, sky, car, sign, road, pedestrian, fence, pole,

sidewalk, and bicyclist.

Stanford-Background dataset [45] with outdoor images are imported from ex-

isting public datasets. The dataset contains 715 images with two separate label sets:280

semantic and geometric. We conduct our experiments for predicting the semantic label

only. The semantic classes include seven background classes and a generic foreground

class.

KITTI dataset [46] is a large publicly available road scene dataset and some im-

ages are extracted and manually annotated for scene parsing. For convenience of the285

comparison, the labeled images by [47] are utilized as experimental dataset which con-

tains 142 images. Moreover, 11 semantic classes, such as buildings and road, are

severely imbalanced distributed.
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Table 1: Quantitative semantic segmentation results, including pixel accuracy and class accuracy(%). The
bold numbers represent the best-3 scores.

Dataset Approach Pixel Accuracy Class Accuracy

CamVid

SFM+Appearance [48] 69.1 53.0
Boosting [44] 76.4 59.8
Structured Random Forests [49] 72.5 51.4
Local Label Descriptors [50] 73.6 36.3
Boosting+pairwise CRF [44] 79.8 59.9
Local Labeling+MRF [51] 77.6 43.8
Basic Model (ous) 81.1 49.9
Adaptive-Depth Model (ous) 81.5 60.1
Global Inference Model (ours) 81.7 60.2

Stanford

Stacked Labeling [52] 76.9 66.2
Recursive Neural Networks [53] 78.1 N/A
Recurrent Neural Networks [54] 80.2 69.9
Hierarchical Features [55] 81.4 76.0
WAKNN+MRF [56] 74.1 62.2
Basic Model (ous) 81.7 70.6
Adaptive-Depth Model (ous) 79.8 73.4
Global Inference Model (ours) 82.5 76.2

KITTI

Temporal Semantic Segmentation
[47]

51.2 61.6

Semantic Segmentation Retrieva
[47]

47.1 58.0

Basic Model (ous) 79.8 45.84
Adaptive-Depth Model (ous) 76.5 60.3
Global Inference Model (ours) 79.8 62.3
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4.2. Evaluation Criteria

For semantic segmentation, most evaluation criteria are focused on pixel accuracy290

and class accuracy. These two criteria can efficiently evaluate the performance of the

proposed method in pixel level and semantic class level. For better understanding,

some notations are firstly defined. The total number of semantic classes is defined as

k. nij is defined as the amounts of pixels which are predicted as class j while their true

label is i.295

Pixel accuracy indicates the percentage of pixels correctly labeled over all the test

pixels without considering the semantic class. It can be written as

Pixel Accuracy =

k∑
i=1

nii

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

nij

. (13)

Class accuracy reflects the average percentage of pixel accuracy for every semat-

ic class. Class accuracy focuses on the performance of the proposed method on the

semantic class corresponding to small samples. The calculation formula is defined as

follows:

Class Accuracy =
1

k

k∑
i=1

nii
k∑

j=1

nij

. (14)

4.3. Implementation details

For evaluating the contributions of the proposed method, two models are firstly

defined in this part and some implementation details are also described in this part.

• Basic Model: As described in Sec. 3.1, the basic semantic model consists of

pyramid CNN modeling, fully connected CRF construction and final decision300

procedure. This model is served as a baseline and some details can be found in

[57].

• Adaptive-Depth Model: As described in Sec. 3.2, this model can adaptively

learn the feedback and forward flow of the neural network. Specifically, the last

two layers (FC layer is not counted) of VGG model [39] is utilized to learn the305
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: Qualitative semantic segmentation results. CamVid results are shown in (a) and (b) is Stanford-
Background results. KITTI results are demonstrated in (c). For each dataset results, the first column indicates
the input images, the second column provides the groundtruth. The third column shows the semantic seg-
mentation results based on the proposed basic model, the fourth column is the contour detection results and
the last column shows the global inference results.

adaptive procedure for this model due to the fact that the depth of VGG model

is relatively small and deeper-layer tends to have better performance. Moreover,

the parameter k is set as the half number of semantic classes.

• Global Inference Model: As described in Sec. 3.4, this model utilizes a unified

framework which can simultaneously model the coarse semantic results and the310

contour information under global inference.

4.4. Performance Analysis

Both qualitative and quantitative results are shown in this work. Typical scene

parsing results on the three popular datasets are presented in Fig. 3. Intuitively, the

contour information focuses on semantic boundaries and the global inference model315

achieves the best. For a more objective comparison, both pixel accuracy and class

accuracy defined in Sec. 4.2 are considered. And the quantitative results are shown in

Tab. 1. Although the basic model is a little weak on the class accuracy, it is clear that

the global inference model achieves the highest scores. In the following part, a more

detailed analyses on the three datasets are presented.320

Basic Model Performance. From Tab. 1, the basic model has good performance

when taken the pixel accuracy as the evaluation criterion. For example, Although Re-
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cursive Neural Network model [53] and Recurrent Neural Network model [54] can

efficiently take the contextual constraints into account, the basic model performs better

which takes adequate contextual information from both pyramid modeling and prob-325

abilistic graphical model construction into consideration. Specifically, the pyramid

model takes hierarchical inferred labels into consideration and the final decision is

based on sparse learning. Moreover, the probabilistic graphical model is built focusing

on both the local and global contexts.

However, the basic model has shown its weakness on the aspect of class accura-330

cy. The reason is that the basic model is based on sampling certain number of patches

from Gaussian pyramid. And this strategy would ignore the small-sized semantic class-

es. For example, for the KITTI dataset, the number of pixels defines as pole [47] is very

small and nearly zero number of pixels are correctly labeled based on the basic mod-

el. To alleviate this problem, an adaptive-depth model is proposed and the detailed335

analyses are described as follows.

Adaptive-Depth Model Performance. The adaptive-depth model has great im-

provements on class accuracy. For example, nearly 5 percentage improvements are

obtained compared with the basic model on the KITTI dataset. The adaptive-depth s-

trategy helps a lot for the good performance. This is because the samples corresponding340

to a certain semantic label can adaptively choose the proper feature layer. Besides, the

samples are also parted due to adaptive-depth strategy and the small-sample problem

is largely alleviated.

However, the performance of the adaptive-depth model is a little degraded for the

pixel accuracy. For example. the adaptive-depth model decreased about 2 percentage345

on the Stanford dataset. Conversely, the class accuracy is increased about 3 percentage.

This is because the samples with small-sized semantic labels are correctly labeled.

Global Inference Model Performance. For simultaneously increasing the pixel

accuracy and class accuracy, both the contour information and adaptive-depth seman-

tic segmentation results are modeled in a global inference manner based on energy350

minimization. For better understanding this model, the performance is analyzed on the

three datasets respectively.

CamVid dataset. The images are sampled from two daytime and one dusk se-
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quences. The first block of Tab. 1 shows the performance of the proposed method

compared with state-of-the-arts. It is obvious that the performance of the global infer-355

ence model is well considering both pixel accuracy and class accuracy. For example,

the appearance model [48] and the local labeling method [51] perform worse in the dust

sequences for their low-level feature representation. On the contrary, our work exploit-

s the power of CNN model and Gaussian pyramid strategy, and adequate contextual

information is utilized to improve the performance of the basic model. In addition,360

the CRF method [44] performs well when considering the class accuracy criteria. The

proposed method takes advantage of the CRF model and takes different levels of the

features into consideration which leads to higher pixel accuracy. On the other hand,

the proposed model is better than the basic model considering both average accuracy

and class accuracy. This phenomenon shows that the global inference can efficiently365

improve the accuracy of the small samples with a little loss on the normal semantic

class.

Stanford-Background dataset. The second block of Tab. 1 shows the superiority of

the global inference method. For example, Recursive Neural Network model [53] and

Recurrent Neural Network model [54] can efficiently take the contextual constraints370

into account on the structure of the models. Moreover, the global inference model

shows priority in two aspects. Firstly, contour information can efficiently enhance the

semantic segment coherence and accurately locate the boundary of semantic regions.

Secondly, taking the advantage of adaptive-depth model, the global inference model

can properly handle the small-sample learning problem.375

KITTI dataset. This dataset is captured with wide viewing-angle and it is sampled

from videos under a certain frequency. Moreover, the semantic label is imbalanced

distributed and the long-tail phenomenon is obvious. Addressing these difficulties,

temporal constraint is considered by Ros et al. [47] and high class accuracy verifies

the effectiveness of the temporal information. On the contrary, temporal context infor-380

mation does not take into account in our method. The competitive results on the pixel

criterion show the superiority of the proposed method. Compared with the basic model,

the global inference model shows good performance on both evaluation criteria.

From pixel accuracy and class accuracy, the proposed method have achieved good
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performance. Moreover, the contributions of the proposed method are also verified.385

Firstly, the adaptive depth semantic segmentation can efficiently alleviating the unbal-

anced problem of training samples by adaptively deciding the feedback layer. More-

over, the forward step of the input image can also be adaptive based on the wanted

semantic labels. Secondly, contour-aware neural network is proposed which can effi-

ciently enhance semantic segment coherence and improve the localization of semantic390

regions. Thirdly, the global inference of the final semantic segmentation is beneficial to

taking both coarse semantic labels and contour information into a unified framework.

Besides, the contributions of coarse semantic labels and contour information are em-

pirically decided. In conclusion, the adaptive semantic segmentation model achieves

good performance on both pixel accuracy and class accuracy for its adaptive feedback395

and forward strategies. Moreover, the contour information can help a lot under the

global inference framework.

5. Conclusion

In this work, a contour-aware network for semantic segmentation via adaptive depth

is proposed. Firstly, a basic semantic segmentation model is introduced. Specifically,400

pyramid CNN is built for feature representation and fully connected CRF is constructed

to model the relationships between nearby samples. The final decisions for pyramid

results are made from sparse learning. Secondly, the semantic segmentation neural

network via adaptive depth is described in detail and two advantages are claimed. One

is alleviating the unbalanced problem in training and the other one is the model can405

adaptively determine the forward procedure in testing. Thirdly, a contour-aware neural

network is proposed and it can efficiently alleviate the ambiguousness of semantic

regions. Moreover, global inference of the final semantic label is proposed through

global energy minimization.

Three contributions are claimed in this work. Firstly, a semantic segmentation neu-410

ral network via adaptive depth is proposed. Secondly, contour-aware network is built

for semantic segmentation. Thirdly, global inference for the final semantic segmenta-

tion is introduced. Experiments are conducted on three popular datasets and several
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state-of-the-art methods are served as competitors. The quantitative and qualitative

results verified the superiority of the proposed method.415
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